Improvisational Knitting

Improvisational Knitting: A Tutorial
My love for color, short rows, and log cabin construction coupled with
my fascination with the quilts of Gee’s Bend and Nancy Crow have
inspired my improvisational knitting. Curiosity and a sense of humor
are the only prerequisites for learning this style of knitting. Once you
understand — and are comfortable — with the techniques please
abandon my instructions and let your own creativity take over.
Working improvisationally is liberating and exhilarating, as you
cannot anticipate what will happen next.
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Improvisational Knitting: Basic Techniques
Improvisational knitting is based on several techniques: garter stitch, short rows, log cabin construction, and
intarsia.
Garter Stitch: Garter stitch creates a proportionally square fabric; a fabric in which the same number
of stitches and rows are required to fill an inch. Creating a proportionally square fabric is critical since
we will be knitting in all directions.
Short Rows: Short rows allow you to turn — often arbitrarily — in the middle of a row and to knit
wonky, non-rectangular shapes. Although there are several ways to work a short row, I prefer the YO
short row for improvisational knitting since it is quick and easy to work. To work a YO short row:

•

When you reach a turning point: turn, YO, and begin knitting. The YO is easy to work.
After you turn the yarn will be in front, move the yarn to the back OVER the right needle as
you begin to knit the next stitch.

•

At some later point, you’ll encounter the YO and the gap created when you previously
turned. When you encounter the YO, knit it together with the next stitch to close the gap.

Log Cabin Construction: Log cabin construction allows you to knit in different directions —
building, building, building onto your knit fabric. Using this technique you’ll pickup stitches— one stitch
per garter ridge — along the edge of a center piece and knit a new strip. Traditionally, at the end of each
strip the center is turned 90 degrees clockwise and the next strip and begun. When knitting
improvisationally, this technique is used to change directions and is not always worked round and round
in the traditional manor.
Intarsia: Using intarsia, patterns of color are added to a knit piece. Although several colors are used
in a single row, the colors are used independently and never carried across the back of the work. Intarsia
is used improvisationally to work a strip in multiple colors for contrast or for added complexity and
depth.

Improvisational Knitting: Rules of Thumb
Here are a few heuristics to consider for your own improvisational knitting. These are not hard and fast rules,
please experiment and find what works best for you and your knitting.

•

Work in garter stitch.

•

Use the YO short row technique — it’s fast and easy to work, especially with garter stitch

•

Whenever you encounter a YO, knit the YO together with the next stitch. This closes the gap caused
by turning mid row and keeps your stitch count consistent.

•

Add a new color on a right side row.

•

You’re going to have a lot of ends, so knit your ends in as you go. I typically knit the old color’s end
in on the 1st row of the new color and the new color’s end in at the next opportunity.

•

When you add a new color, level off the current shape — more or less — before adding any new
wonkiness. This keeps the piece from getting too lop-sided
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•

For greater complexity and depth of color, use several shades or textures of the same color.

•

Think about line verses shape. 2 rows will read as a line, while 4 or more will read as a shape.

•

Keep it improvisational! Don’t think or plan too much. Turn when you feel like turning! Likewise,
change colors or work in a different direction when your eye or intuition tells you it’s time.

•

Experiment! Be curious! Don’t be afraid of failure! What’s the worst that can happen!? It’s only
knitting.

At the end of this tutorial — once you have a bit more context — I’ll provide a few more tips on using short rows to
create certain shapes.

Improvisational Square: Step By Step Instructions
Good! You’re still with me. Here are the step by step instructions for creating the sample improvisation square.
Once you get the hang of things I hope you abandon my instructions and take off on your own.

Materials
To begin, select the yarn for your square. You’ll need at least 1 light, 1 dark, and 1
“zinger”. For added interest, use multiple lights, darks, and/or zingers in different
shades, textures, or fibers. All yarns should be of similar weight and gauge, as you’ll
be knitting them on the same size needle.
My sample uses 3 pinks for lights, 3 purples for darks, and a bright magenta for the
zinger. All yarns are in the DK to Sport weight range with gauges ranging from 22 to
26 stitches in 4 inches. I used a US 4 needle.

Step 1
The square starts with a dark wedge that is built up on the right side.
With dark yarn, cast on 24 stitches
Knit 2 rows
K18, turn, YO
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Knit to end

When working in garter stitch, creating a YO

K13, turn, YO

yarn will already in the front. Keeping the

is easy. When you turn the knitting, the
yarn in front, knit the next stitch. The yarn

Knit to end

naturally comes up and over the right
needle forming the YO.

K7, turn, YO,
Knit to end,

Knit 1 row — when you encounter a YO, knit it together with the next stitch to close the gap created when
you turned. You will encounter 3 YOs, since you turned 3 times.
Knit 1 row.

Step 2
The 2nd wedge is knit in the light yarn. To keep the piece from getting too lopsided, I
typically level off the current shape — more or less — before adding any new
wonkiness. So for this 2nd wedge I need to start by creating a wedge on the left side.
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Change to light yarn
Knit 1 row
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K9, turn, YO

You’re going to have a lot of ends to weave

Knit to end

in. I prefer to knit my ends in as I go. I

K16, turn, YO

1st row of the new color and the new color’s

typically knit the old color’s end in on the
end in at the next opportunity.

Knit to end
Knit 1 row

This evens things out — not perfectly, but more or less. Continuing with the same
yarn, let’s build up the center:
K18, turn, YO
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K12, turn, YO

I hope you haven’t lulled yourself into
thinking you always “Knit to end” after

K8, turn, YO

turning. There are times, like this one, that

Knit to end

you want to build up in the middle of the

Knit 2 rows

short rows.

wedge and will work several consecutive

Step 3
Next, a small sliver of dark built up ever so slightly on the left side:
Change to dark yarn
Knit 1 row
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K10, turn, YO

It’s easy for the YOs to get too loose. When

Knit to end

the right needle into the loop and pull the

you knit the first stitch after the YO, insert
yarn to tighten — the needles should be

K 1 row

snug together.

Step 4
Next, a large light wedge heavily built up on the left side:
Change to light yarn
Knit 1 row
K17, turn, YO
nonaSays

Knit to end

Let your knitting tell you what to do. Train

K11, turn, YO

your eye to recognize a YO. Remember,

Knit to end

every time you encounter a YO you need to

K9, turn, YO

counts as 1 stitch.

knit it together with the next stitch. This

K5, turn, YO
Knit to end
Knit 2 rows
K20, turn, YO
K9 turn, YO
K6, turn, YO
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Knit to end
Knit 2 rows

Step 5
To accentuate the curve of the last wedge, add a dark line:
Change to dark yarn
Knit 2 rows

Step 6
My piece is starting to be a bit lop-sided on the left side, so this next wedge will build
up the right side:
Change to light yarn
Knit 2 rows

nonaSays
For greater complexity use several shades

K14, turn, YO

or textures of one color. Your “light” or

Knit to end

yarns. It’s also fun to use two or more

“dark” yarn can really be several different
variations in the same wedge. If you look

K8, turn, YO

closely at the left side of this strip, you’ll
see I used intarsia to add a small section of

Knit to end

another light yarn — Knitter’s Choice.

Knit 2 rows
K6, turn, YO
Knit to end
Knit 1 row
K10, turn, YO
Knit to end
Knit 1 row
K17, turn, YO
Knit to end
K10, turn, YO
Knit to end

Step 7
Can you feel it? It’s time for the zinger. In addition to adding a kick of brightness, I’m
using the zinger here to transition from a predominately light fabric to predominately
dark fabric. The zinger is used sparingly and is not even knit for an entire row:
Change to zinger yarn
Knit 20, turn, YO
Knit to end

Step 8
Next is a large dark wedge. To begin, this wedge is built up sharply on the left:
Change to dark yarn
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Knit 3 rows
K10, turn, YO
Knit to end
K7, turn, YO
Knit to end
K4, turn, YO
Knit to end
Knit 1 row
Continuing with the same yarn, let’s build up the right side. By building up both sides
and not the middle, we’ll end up with a lovely indented curve in the middle of this
wedge:
K8, turn, YO
Knit to end
K5, turn, YO
Knit to end
K3, turn, YO
Knit to end
Knit 2 rows

Step 9
To accentuate the lovely indented curve in the middle of the last wedge, add a light
line:
Change to light yarn
Knit 2 rows

Step 10
Remember what I said about evening up the piece so it doesn’t get too lop-sided? In
this next wedge, we’ll first fill in the lovely indented curve by building up the middle of
the wedge:
Change to dark yarn
Knit 2 rows
K15, turn, YO
K8, turn, YO
K12, turn, YO
K16, turn, YO
K19, turn, YO
Knit to end,
Knit 2 rows
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Bind off all stitches, keeping last stitch on the right needle.

Step 11
Up to this point we’ve been knitting in the same direction, without a hint of the log
cabin construction I promised you. The wait is over. In this next wedge we’ll be
turning the piece 90 degrees clock wise, picking up stitches along the left edge of the
original piece and knitting in a perpendicular direction. Here’s How:
Continuing with the dark yarn, turn your piece 90 degrees clockwise
Pick up and knit 1 stitch per garter ridge down the length of the side. For me, I
ended with a total of 31 stitches. You may have slightly more or less — as long
as you’re in the ball park, life is good.
Knit 2 rows
K20, turn, YO
Knit to end
K15, turn, YO
Knit to end
Knit 1 row

Step 12
I’m in the mood for another splash — just a drizzle — of the zinger:
Change to zinger yarn
Knit 23, turn, YO
Knit to end

Step 13
I want my square to be framed in dark, so we’ll knit one more dark wedge along this
side:
Change to dark yarn
Knit 2 rows
Knit 20, turn, YO
Knit to end
Bind of all stitches, clip yarn, and pull end through last stitch to fasten.

Step 14
The square is now turned 180 degrees and stitches are picked up and knit along the
opposite edge. For a little added complexity this next wedge is knit with both the light
and the dark yarn — intarsia style. If this is overwhelming for you, simply knit the
entire wedge in either the light or the dark, your choice. Here’s How:
Turn your piece 180 degrees clockwise
Using light yarn, pick up and knit 27 stitches (more or less) — one per garter
stitch ridge.
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Add in the dark yarn, pick up and knit 8 stitches (more or less) — one per ridge
Knit 3 rows
K19, turn, YO
Knit to end
K11, turn, YO
Knit to end

Step 15
One more sprits of the zinger to balance things out:
Change to zinger yarn
Knit 20, turn, YO
Knit to end

Step 16
Once again let’s end with a dark wedge to frame the square:
Change to dark yarn
Knit 2 rows
Knit 2 rows— if you still have the other dark going intarsia style, this is a good
time to end.
K19, turn, YO
Knit to end
Knit 2 rows
Bind off all stitches, keeping last stitch on the right needle.

Step 17
I feel the need for one last dark wedge
Continuing with the dark yarn, turn your piece 90 degrees clockwise
Pick up and knit 1 stitch per garter ridge and/or bound off stitch along the top.
For me, I ended with a total of 33 stitches.
Knit 3 rows
Bind of all stitches, clip yarn, and pull end through last stitch to fasten.

Improvisational Knitting: Short Row Shapes
I hope by now you’re feeling a bit sassy about your short rowing — it’s easy isn’t it! Here are a few rules of thumb
about short rows and the shapes they create:

•

To create a wedge on the right edge of a strip, start the short rows at the beginning of a right side
row. After turning knit back to the end of the row.

•

To create a wedge on the left edge of a strip, start the short rows at the beginning of a wrong side
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row. After turning knit back to the end of the row.

•

Creating a wedge on both the right edge and the left edge of a strip also creates an indented curve in
the middle of that strip

•

Working short rows in the middle of a strip without “knitting to the end” creates a curved mound.
For example: k20, turn, YO, k15, turn, YO, k8, turn, YO, k3, turn, YO, knit to end.

•

For a gradual incline, spread out the distance between turning on each new short row. For example:
k20, turn, YO, knit to end, k15, turn, YO, knit to end, k8, turn, YO, knit to end.

•

For a steep incline, collapse the distance between turning on each new short row. For example: k10,
turn, YO, knit to end, k8, turn, YO, knit to end, k5, turn, YO, knit to end.

•

When working consecutive short rows, it doesn’t really matter if you work longer and longer short
rows or shorter and shorter short rows. There is only a small visual difference in the flow of the
garter stitch ridges. For example: k20, turn, YO, knit to end, k15, turn, YO, knit to end, k8, turn,
YO, knit to end creates the same shape as k8, turn, YO, knit to end, k15, turn, YO, knit to end, k20,
turn, YO, knit to end

Improvisational Knitting: Just Do It
Okay, my friends, there is not much more I can tell you. In the end, you’ve just got to do it for yourself! Move
outside the box and leave thoughts of failure behind. Remember, it’s only knitting — Enjoy!
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